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Abstract—  

This system uses opinion mining methodology so as to attain desired practicality. Opinion Mining 

for Social Networking web site could be a net application.  Here the user can post his reads 

associated with some subject alternative users can view this post and can treat this post. The 

System takes comments of varied users, supported the opinion, system can specify whether or not 

the denote topic is sweet, bad, or worst. User will amendment his own profile image and may 

update his standing. These changes may be viewed by varied users. we have a tendency to use a 

info of sentiment primarily based keywords in conjunction with quality or negativity weight in 

info then supported these sentiment keywords mined  in user comment is hierarchic. Once the user 

logins to the system, user will read his own standing likewise as he will read the topics denote by 

alternative users. once the user clicks on a selected topic user will offer his own comment 

regarding the subject. System can use info and can match the comment with the keywords in info 

and can rank the subject. User will edit his own profile and may amendment his profile image. 

The role of the admin is to feature post and adds keywords in info. This application may be 

employed by users WHO wish to post read regarding some events that's already command, or will 

post regarding the events that's reaching to be command. This application conjointly works as a 

commercial that makes many folks aware of the subject denote. this method is additionally helpful 

for the user‟s WHO want review regarding their new plan. this method is additionally helpful for 

the user‟s WHO want review regarding any specific event that's denote. 

Index Terms: Opinion Mining, Social Network, Sentiment Analysis,BOW. 

 

I. Introduction

Content growth in the Internet in recent years 

has made a huge volume of information 

available. This information is presented in 

different formats such as posts, news articles, 

comments, and reviews. Especially in the 

automotive, electronics and film sectors, 

customers have written reviews about 

products or their features. By collecting and 

analyzing these reviews, new customers find 

others‟ opinion about different features of the 

product. They can compare the products to 

each other to find the best one that meets 

their needs. Moreover, manufacturers will 

find out strengths and weaknesses of their 

products or those of their competitors. 

In this way, manufacturers will solve the 

reported problems and use the business 

intelligence behind the analysis for future 

investments. From the sentiment perspective, 

there are two kinds of textual information, 

namely, facts and opinions. While facts are 

the objective statements about the nature of a 

product, opinions describe attitudes, 

appraisals, and emotions regarding a product, 

service, topic, or an issue. Although the 
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majority of research focuses on building 

applications around facts, the recent trend in 

the area of text mining has been focused on 

building applications around opinions 

Sentiment analysis is an interdisciplinary 

field that crosses natural language 

processing, artificial intelligence, and text 

mining. Since most opinions are available in 

the text format and its processing is easier 

than other formats, sentiment analysis has 

emerged as a subfield of text mining . It 

generally recognizes opinions of people 

expressed in text. The opinions could be 

judgments, evaluations, affective (or 

emotional) states, beliefs, or wishes. 

Sentiment analysis appeared in the literature 

in 1990 for the first time and then it became a 

major research topic in 2000. Classifying the 

polarity of a given text as positive or negative 

is the basic task of sentiment analysis. Due to 

its many aspects it is often referred to with 

different names such as opinion mining, 

sentiment classification, sentiment analysis, 

and sentiment extraction. It is widely 

believed that Sentiment analysis is needed 

and useful. It is also widely accepted that 

extracting sentiment from text is a hard 

semantic problem even for human beings. 

Additionally, sentiment analysis is domain 

specific, therefore the polarity of some terms 

depends on the context in which they are 

used. For example, while “small” for “size” 

as a feature in the electronic products is 

positive, in agricultural products such as fruit 

it has a negative polarity. Sentiment analysis 

is used in different domains such as 

shopping, entertainment, politics, education, 

marketing, and research and development. 

This paper focuses on sentiment 

classification in social domains.From the 

technical perspective, two main approaches 

for sentiment analysis are Bag Of Words 

(BOW) and Feature Based Sentiment(FBS) 

In the BOW approach, each document is seen 

as a set of words. As a result, the syntactic 

and semantic information between words are 

lost. The BOW approach is not useful when 

opinions about products and their features 

have to be analyzed. In such cases, it is 

required to extract features. FBS has emerged 

as an approach for analyzing the sentiments 

of products and their features. The results of 

sentiment classification are presented in 

various formats in different domains: 

positive/negative, like/dislike, 

recommended/not-recommended, good/bad, 

buy / don‟t buy, excellent/boring(film), 

support/against, favorable/ unfavorable , 

bullish/bearish, or optimistic. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

People often express their views freely on 

social media about what they feel about the 

Indian society and the politicians that  claim 

that Indian cities are safe for women . On 

social media websites people can freely 

Express their view point and women can 

share their experiences where they have 

faced sexual harassment or where we would 

have fight back against the sexual harassment 

that was imposed on the . The tweets about 

safety of women and stories of standing up 

against sexual harassment further motivates 

other women data  on the same social media 

website or application like Twitter. Other 

women share these messages and tweets 

which further motivates other 5 men or 10 

women to stand up and raise a voice against 

people who have made Indian cities and 

unsafe place for the women. In the recent 

years a large number of people have been 

attracted towards social media platforms like 

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram point and 

most of the people are using it to express 

their emotions and also their opinions about 

what they think about the Indian cities and 

Indian society. There are several method of 

sentiment that can be categorized like 

machine learning hybrid and lexicon-based 

learning. Also there are another 

categorization Janta presented with 

categories of statistical, knowledge-based and 
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age wise differentiation approaches. It is a 

common practice to extract the information 

from the data that is available on social 

networking through procedures of data 

extraction, data analysis and data 

interpretation methods. The accuracy of the 

Twitter analysis and prediction can be 

obtained by the use of behavioural analysis 

on the basis of social networks.Opinion 

mining involves several important tasks, 

including sentiment polarity and intensity 

assignment. Polarity assignment is concerned 

with determining whether a text has a 

positive, negative, or neutral semantic 

orientation. Sentiment intensity assignment 

looks at whether the positive/negative 

sentiments are mild or strong. Given the two 

phrases “I don‟t like you” and “I hate you,” 

both would be assigned a negative semantic 

orientation but the latter would be considered 

more intense. Effectively classifying 

sentiment polarities and intensities entails the 

use of classification methods applied to 

linguistic features. While several 

classification methods have been employed 

for opinion mining, Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) has outperformed various techniques 

including Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, 

Winnow, etc. The most popular class of 

features used for opinion mining is n-grams . 

Various n-gram categories have attained 

state-of-the-art results. Larger n-gram feature 

sets require the use of feature selection 

methods to extract appropriate attribute 

subsets. Next, we discuss these two areas: n-

gram features and feature selection 

techniques used for Author profiling. 

N-gram features can be classified into two 

categories: fixed and variable. Fixed n-grams 

are exact sequences occurring at either the 

character or token level. Variable n-grams are 

extraction patterns capable of representing 

more sophisticated linguistic phenomena. A 

plethora of fixed and variable n-grams have 

been used for opinion mining, including 

word, part-of-speech (POS), character, 

legomena, syntactic, and semantic n-grams. 

Word n-grams include bag-of-words (BOWs) 

and higher order word n-grams (e.g., 

bigrams, trigrams). Word n-grams have been 

used effectively in several studies . Typically, 

unigrams to trigrams are used, though 4- 

grams have also been employed. Word n-

grams often provide a feature set foundation, 

with additional feature categories added to 

them. Given the pervasiveness of adjectives 

and adverbs in opinion-rich text, POS tag, n-

grams are very useful for sentiment 

classification. Additionally, some studies 

have employed word plus part-of-speech 

(POS Word) n-grams. These n-grams 

consider a word along with its POS tag in 

order to overcome word-sense 

disambiguation in situations where a word 

may otherwise have several sense For 

example, the phrase “quality of the” can be 

represented with the POS Word trigram 

“quality-noun of prep the-det.” Character n-

grams are letter sequences. For example, the 

word “like” can be represented with the 

following two and three letter sequences “li, 

ik, ke, lik, ike.” While character n-grams 

were previously used mostly for style 

classification, they have recently been shown 

to be useful in related affect classification 

research attempting to identify emotions in 

tex. Legomena n-grams are collocations that 

replace once (hapax legomena) and twice 

occurring words (dis legomena) with 

“HAPAX” and “DIS” tags. 

Prior sentiment classification studies have 

placed limited emphasis on feature selection 

techniques, despite their benefits. Feature 

selection can potentially improve 

classification accuracy, narrow in on a key 

feature subset of sentiment discriminators, 

and provide greater insight into important 

class attributes. There are two categories of 

feature selection methods, both of which 

have been used in prior Author profiling 

work: univariate and multivariate. 
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Univariate methods consider attributes 

individually. Examples include information 

gain, chi-squared, log likelihood, and 

occurrence frequency . Although univariate 

methods are computationally efficient, 

evaluating individual attributes can also be 

disadvantageous since important attribute 

interactions are not considered. It is also 

easier to interpret the contribution of 

individual attributes using univariate 

methods. Most opinion mining studies have 

used univariate feature selection methods 

such as minimum frequency thresholds and 

the log-likelihood ratio]. Information gain 

(IGhas also been shown to work well for 

various text categorization tasks, including 

Author profiling Tsutsumi et al. used the Chi-

Squared test to select features for text 

sentiment classification.  

In addition to prior sentiment feature 

selection methods, it is important to briefly 

discuss multivariate and hybrid methods used 

in related tasks. Principal component analysis 

(PCA) has been used considerably for 

dimensionality reduction in text style 

classification problems. Recently, many 

powerful dimensionality reduction techniques 

have also been applied to non text feature 

selection problems. 

III. PROBLEM STAT`EMENT 

 

The concept of Sentimental analysis, 

motivated by different real-world 

applications and business-intelligence 

requirements, has recently been interpreted 

more broadly to include many different types 

of analysis of text, such as the treatment of 

opinion, sentiment or subjectivity Within this 

broad field, the most known problem is 

referred to as Sentiment Polarity 

classification, in which the problem of 

classifying documents by their overall 

sentiment is considered ,i.e. determining 

whether a review is positive or negative 

1. In the polarity based approach the 

setting a polarity for a user review, 

which is a sentence is a difficult task 

because of the presence of sentences 

which have negative and positive 

information. 

2. Subjectivity and Objectivity 

identification sometimes difficult 

because of the presence of objective 

document in the subjectivity sentences. 

3. Sentiment lexican based methods to 

Author profiling here the sentiment 

lexicons are usually built without the 

supervision. 

 
The technology advancements now enable 

the different product developers to know 

about there products response in the market 

through the users reviews. They can 

maximize there profits and also gets a chance 

to improve their quality of product through 

Author profiling.We propose the use of a rich 

set of n-gram features spanning many fixed 

and variable n-gram categories. We couple 

the extended feature set with a feature 

selection method capable of efficiently 

identifying an enhanced subset of n-grams 

for opinion classification. The proposed 

Feature Relation Network is a rule-based 

multivariate n-gram feature selection 

technique that efficiently removes redundant 

or less useful n-grams, allowing for more 

effective n-gram feature sets. Experimental 

results reveal that the extended feature set 

and proposed feature selection method can 

improve opinion classification performance 

over existing selection methods. 

✔ The proposed feature selection 

method can improve opinion 

classification performance. 
✔ The proposed Feature Relation 

Network is a rule-based multivariate 

n-gram feature selection technique 

that allowing for more effective n-

gram feature sets. 
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V. MODULES 

1. Admin: 
● Admin Login: - Admin login‟s to the 

system using his Admin ID and 

password. 
● Add Post: - Admin can post topics. 
● Add Keywords: - Admin add 

keywords in database so that system 

will match the comment with the 

keywords in database and will rank 

the topic. 
● User Login: - User login‟s to the 

system using his user ID and 

password. 
● Comment: - User will post comment 

on the topic. 
● View Comment: - User can view 

comment of other user‟s. 
● Rating Calculation: - System will 

match the comment with the 

keywords in database and will rate 

the topic. 
● Edit Profile: - User can edit his 

profile and can change his profile 

picture. 
● Status:-  User can view status and 

can change his status. 
● 2. User: 

Application:- 
● This system is useful for the user‟s 

who need review about their   new 

idea. 
● This system is also useful for the 

user‟s who need review about any 

particular event that is posted. 
● This application also works as an 

advertisement which makes many 

people aware about the topic posted. 

 

VI. PROCESS MODEL  
 

Data Pre-Processing 
The data were pre-processed in the first 

phase of the detection model. Pre-processing 

includes the transformation and 

normalization of data. To clean the dataset, 

URLs, retweets, mentions, and stop-words 

were removed from the dataset. Each row of 

the dataset was then tokenized by breaking 

the text into tokens or words. After that, the 

tokenized words were subjected to stemming 

and lemmatization. The stemmed input text 

was processed through the One-Hot 

procedure to extract features from these input 

words. The features were binary patterns that 

could be employed in the machine learning 

prediction model to predict depression (1 

represents depressed, and 0 represents other 

words). The list of depressive sentences and 

words is represented, extracted from the 

dataset. Represents some depressive tweets 

taken from the dataset. 

Features Visualization Using Principal 

Component Analysis. 

We embraced a dimensionality reduction 

technique called PCA to visualize features. 

PCA performs decomposition using the 

covariance matrix to generate eigenvalues to 

minimize the inner scattering of samples and 

maximize inter-class scattering. 

Modeling LSTM-RNN for Emotional 

State Analysis 

While conversing with others, sentiments can 

be expressed as time-sequential sentences in 

textual data. Machine-learning models are 

pretty capable of encoding time sequential 

data. We implemented RNN because it is the 

most optimal method for working with 

sequential data. RNN comprises recurrent 

connections with past and present states and 

hidden states. Memory plays an essential 

function in neural networks and sometimes 

faces gradient disappearing problems. LSTM 

is the solution to memory processing-related 

problems. 
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VII.Architecture 

 
 

VIII.RESULTS 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

There are many interesting directions that can 

be explored in this project. We are interested 

in how Author profiling which can yield 

information regarding user‟s pulse about a 

product or service. This information will be 

very much helpful for the product developers 

or service providers. By implementing the 

Author profiling using machine learning 

approach creating a model which much 

accurate than any other implementation. We 

studying adverse opinions for given entities 

which are reviews and with machine learning 

algorithms we both train and test model, with 

review data by creating the model. We are 

also studying in analyzing the degree to 

which our sentiment indices predict future 

changes in popularity or market behavior. 
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